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Introduction
The myViewBoard digital ecosystem delivers the tools people need to learn, engage,
and solve problems. Whether in a corporate office, home office or classroom

setting, myViewBoard encourages idea sharing, collaboration, and teamwork.

Our purpose is to provide the collaborative tools people need to learn, engage, and
solve problems no matter the space or location.

This document provides general guidelines of the myViewBoard logo, Ecosystem
Service logos and their applications, aiming to maintain consistent branding

throughout different communication vehicles. It is important that all the elements
that make up the identity remain consistent and therefore should not be altered.
Should there be questions of applying the logo outside of the guidelines, please
contact GPG Marketing.

Disclaimer: ViewSonic Corporation shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein. In the interest of
continuing improvement, ViewSonic Corporation reserves the right to change the information in this document without notice. No part of
this document may be copied, reproduced, or transmitted by any means, for any purpose other than creating visualizations for ViewSonic
Corporation without prior written permission of ViewSonic Corporation. Corporate names, trademarks stated herein are the property of their
respective companies. Copyright© 2020 ViewSonic Corporation. All rights reserved.
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myViewBoard Primary Logo
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myViewBoard Primary Logo

myViewBoard Primary Logotype
The typeface of the logotype is Myriad Bold and
designed in red color. This configuration is to be
used whenever possible.

Only when applying on a dark or other unavoidable
background, the correct logotype can be displayed
in white.

myViewBoard is a registered trademark in certain

countries/areas. For materials used globally or for
regions outside EU and Taiwan, please add the

statement below when myViewBoard is applied:

Positive

“myViewBoard is a registered trademark of

ViewSonic Corp. in the EU, Taiwan and certain
other jurisdictions.”

Never redraw or alter the logotype, including

the typeface, color and size relationship of these
elements. Use authorized artwork only from the

Global Marketing Server (GMS) released by GPG
Marketing.

Colors: ViewSonic Red
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•

Pantone 187 C

•

C0 M91 Y72 K24

•

R153 G0 B0

•

#990000

myViewBoard Primary Logo

Reversed

myViewBoard Master Logomark
The cloud-shaped logomark is the master icon of
myViewBoard. Ideally the logotype, myViewBoard,
is used to represent myViewBoard as much as
possible, however, for better recognition under
some circumstances, this master icon can be used to
represent myViewBoard.
The correct logomark is a red cloud that contains
the reversed white word “my” in lower case. The
typeface used for “my” in the cloud is Myriad Bold.
This configuration is used whenever possible.
Only when applying on a black, red, or other
unavoidable background, the logomark can be
displayed in red text with lower case “my” on the
white cloud.
Never redraw or alter the icon, including the

Positive

color and size relationship of these elements. Use

authorized artwork only from the Global Marketing
Server (GMS) released by GPG Marketing.
Colors: ViewSonic Red
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•

Pantone 187 C

•

C0 M91 Y72 K24

•

R153 G0 B0

•

#990000

myViewBoard Primary Logo

Reversed

Logo Lock-ups
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Logo Lock-ups

Horizontal Lock-up
Depending on the usage scenario, alternative lockups are provided for different communication
vehicles.

One alternative is horizontal lock-up. It’s a

combination of logotype on the right and the

Positive

logomark on the left.

The ratio of the logomark and logotype is the “m”
in the logotype based on ½ the height of the
logomark.

The spacing amount between the logotype and
logomark is 1/4 the width of the logomark.

The form of the lock-up logo should never be
altered.

W

W/4

H/2

H/2

Grid

Reversed
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Logo Lock-ups

Vertical Lock-up
In addition to the horizontal lock-up logo, vertical

lock-up is also provided for different usages. It’s a
combination of the logomark on the top and the
logotype at the bottom.

The height of the logotype is 1/4 the height of the
logomark.

Positive

The spacing amount between the logomark and

logotype is also 1/4 the height of the logomark.
The form of the lock-up logo should never be
altered.

Aligned centered

H

H/4
H/4

Grid

Reversed
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Logo Lock-ups

Using the Logo
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Using the Logo

Clear Space Requirements
Clear space is always needed to protect the logo

from other distracting elements. No text or graphic
elements can be placed within this space.

H/2

There are two scenarios when applying clear space:
•

•

When the logomark is the only, or one of the
elements in the logo, measure clear space by ½
the height of the logomark, both vertically and
horizontally.
When there is only the “myViewBoard” logotype,
measure clear space by the height of the “m”
in the logotype both horizontally and vertically.

H/2

H/2

H/2

H/2

H/2

H

H

H/2

H/2

H/2

H/2

H/2

H/2

H

½ the height of the logomark

1H

1H

1H

1H

H

The height of the “m” in the logotype
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Using the Logo

Using myViewBoard in Text
When myViewBoard is used as a logo, please use

the official logo with trademark provided by GPG
Marketing.

When using myViewBoard in texts, please keep the
following rules:
•

When used in a paragraph, always put “my”

in lower case and “V” and “B” in capital as

“myViewBoard”. The rule also applies when it’s

As a logo

placed at the beginning of a sentence.
•

When typed as a URL, use “myviewboard”.

•

The trademark can be omitted.

•

The typeface is supposed to be the same as the
paragraph.

•

When in all-caps text, also capitalize all the
letters as “MYVIEWBOARD”.

myViewBoard is a digital ecosystem consisting of software
tools for education and enterprise .
Through its inclusive features, myViewBoard helps create a virtual
learning environment that is engaging, interactive, and effective.
Used in a paragraph

https://myviewboard.com/
Used on a website
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Using the Logo

Incorrect Use of the Logo
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Incorrect Use of the Logo

Incorrect Use of the Logo, 1/2
The myViewBoard logo is formed by different

elements, any change, adjustment, or removal could

impact brand image. Therefore, to use a correct logo
and to apply it is also important to brand identity.
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Do not add glow

Do not add reflection

Do not rotate

Do not change color

Do not distort

Do not change typeface

Do not add any elements

Do not add brand logo

Do not add glow

Do not add reflection

Do not rotate

Do not change color

Do not distort

Do not change typeface

Do not add any elements

Do not add brand logo

Incorrect Use of the Logo

Incorrect Use of the Logo, 2/2
The myViewBoard logo is formed with different

elements. Any change, adjustment, or removal could
impact brand image. Therefore, it is important to

apply the logo correctly to maintain brand identity.

Do not change the placement
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Incorrect Use of the Logo

Do not resize any element

Do not change the color

myViewBoard Ecosystem
Service Logos
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myViewBoard Ecosystem Service Logos

myViewBoard Ecosystem Introduction
The myViewBoard Ecosystem contains various

services. The following sections introduce the service
logos and their general guidelines for application.
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myViewBoard Ecosystem Service Logos

Service Logos
There are different logos for different services. Each

logo contains a specific graphic in a frame with the

“my” cloud attached.

The colors are also designated by specific color
codes. Any change is not allowed.

Dark gray
ViewSonic Red

•

C0 M0 Y0 K82

•

Pantone 187 C

•

R45 G45 B45

•

C0 M91 Y72 K24

•

#2D2D2D

•

R153 G0 B0

•

#990000
Specific graphic in a frame with the “my” cloud attached

Service logo examples
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myViewBoard Ecosystem Service Logos

Services Logos with Accompanying Name
The logo can be used with or without the

accompanying name. The name can be in a
horizontal or vertical lockup.

Make sure the logo is fully and clearly visible. If the

Name

myViewBoard Ecosystem Service Logos are used

along with other logos, make sure each has proper
spacing for readability.

Name
Vertical logo with

accompanying name

Horizontal logo with

accompanying name

Service logo with accompanying name examples
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myViewBoard Ecosystem Service Logos

Sizes
The logo is available in a number of different sizes

and can be downloaded from the Global Marketing
Server (GMS), from 48 to 1024 pixels in png and

svg file formats. The logo can be scaled for different

devices into desired screen sizes, but the aspect ratio
must be preserved so the logo isn’t stretched.

48px
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myViewBoard Ecosystem Service Logos

72px

96px

144px

192px

256px

512px

1024px

Clear Space Requirements
The logo must stand alone with reasonable spacing

to protect the logo from other distracting elements.

The spacing requirement is at least ½ the height of

the logo, both vertically and horizontally. No text or
graphic elements can be placed within this space.

H/2

H/2

H/2

H/2

H

H/2

H/2

H/2

myViewBoard Ecosystem Service Logos

H/2

H/2

H/2

H

H
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H/2

H/2

Endorsement Logos
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Endorsement Logos

Endorsement Logo Introduction
There are two types of endorsement logos: Master
endorsement logo and Sub-brand endorsement

logo.

Master endorsement logo mainly refers to main

brand “ViewSonic”. myViewBoard, as a sub-brand,
is the only one Sub-brand endorsement logo under
myViewBoard architecture, and it’s used to endorse
myViewBoard service solutions.

Master endorsement logo

Sub-brand endorsement logo
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Endorsement Logos

Master Endorsement Logo
The “Built by ViewSonic” Master endorsement logo
is used to endorse the sub-brand by indicating the

relationship between the Master Brand and the Subbrand. To strengthen our brand, please always use a
consistent endorsement treatment as the following:
•

Master endorsement logo must be applied on
“myViewBoard” materials, such as software,
website, etc.

•

One “Built by ViewSonic” logo only in each

•

Put the “Built by ViewSonic” logo in an auxiliary

•

Used on light background

touch point.

location, e.g. footer area, of the touch point.

The “Built by ViewSonic” is not translated into

Used on dark background

different languages or localized.

One logo only and applied in an auxiliary location
22

Endorsement Logos

Sub-brand Endorsement Logo
The “Powered by myViewBoard” logo indicates the
relationship between the service provided and the
sub-brand, myViewBoard.
•

Sub-brand endorsement logo must be applied
when myViewBoard service solutions are
mentioned, such as Classroom, Originals, etc

•

Two versions provided for utilization, depending
on the layout and space requirements.

•

One “Powered by myViewBoard” logo only
for each touch point.

•

Put the “Powered by myViewBoard” logo in an

auxiliary location, e.g. footer area, of the touch
point.

•

Two versions by layout and space requirement

The “Powered by myViewBoard” is not

Reversed when used on dark background

translated into different languages or localized.

One logo only and applied in an auxiliary location
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Endorsement Logos

Endorsement Logos Application
There are two types of endorsement logos which

have specific guidelines when used. The following

rules are provided for a better understanding of how

Architecture

to apply the endorsement logos:
•

The Master endorsement logo is always

Endorsement logo

shown under Sub-brand architecture, as Subbrand is beneath the Master brand.

•

When a Service solution is used, as in the case
of myViewBoard, both the Master and Sub-

brand endorsement logos should be applied.

Master brand
Endorsed by

Sub-brand
Endorsed by

Services

Clips / Companion /
Manager / Display /
Classroom / Whiteboard /
Originals / Recorder
Under Sub-brand > Use Master brand endorsement logo only

Under Service solutions > Use Sub-brand endorsement logo + Master brand endorsement logo
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Endorsement Logos

Clear Space Requirements
Same as brand logo, endorsement logos also require
reasonable spacing to protect the logos from other
distracting elements. The spacing requirement is at
least ½ the height of the logo.
•

Master endorsement logo: The clear space is

H

H

H

H

based on the height of the capital ”V” in the
word ViewSonic (“H”).

•

Sub-brand endorsement logo: Measure clear

H

space by the height of the “m” in the logotype
of “myViewBoard” both horizontally and
vertically.

The height of the “V” in the logotype

H/2

H/2

H/2

H/2

H

½ the height of the logomark
H

H

H

H

H

The height of the “m” in the logotype
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Endorsement Logos

Download
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Download

Logo Files and Guidebooks
Download logos and usage guidelines from the Global Marketing Server (GMS) below.
Further questions, please inquire with GPG Marketing.

Logo guidebooks
Click

myViewBoard logomark
Click

myViewBoard logotype
Click

myViewBoard ecosystem service logos
Click

Endorsement logos
Click
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